
Product Specifications

PRODUCT: 8 OUNCE BOWL

CODE NAME EUR01

PCS/CASE 800

CASE WEIGHT (Lbs.) 6.82

PCS/SLEEVE 100

SLEEVES IN CASE 8

#/1000 PIECES (A.D.)

17.4

POLYBAG RP310

CORRUGATE CASE RCGENM

All Huhtamaki, Inc. U.S. facilities have fully implemented HACCP programs which meet FDA and AIB
guidelines. Huhtamaki HACCP programs include corporately mandated minimum standards for
prerequisite programs which include Chemical Control, Customer Complaint, Product Recall, GMP, Pest
Control and Product Safety Programs.

In addition, Huhtamaki facilities follow strict FDA and AIB guidelines for Good Manufacturing and Standard
Sanitation Practices and our facilities undergo third party sanitation inspections throughout the year. We
consistently achieve the highest possible rankings from recognized authorities such as the American
Institute of Bakers (AIB). We Fully meet all food safety and quality requirements as a packaging supplier.

QUALITY ASSURANCE:

PACKAGING SPECIFICATIONS

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

Values listed are nominal values. "Huhtamaki has developed and owns certain trade secrets which
specifically relate to its proprietary manufacturing processes, suppliers and materials that are not nor will
be disclosed herewith."

"This document is the property of Huhtamaki, Inc. It is to be used only for the purpose for which it was lent
and must not be reproduced without written permission or used in any way detrimental to the interest of
this company. It is subject to return upon request."

Date Issued 2/13/2014

ARTICLE DEPTH (IN)

1.5

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Chinet® Premium Strength Molded Fiber Tableware sets the benchmark for strength, style and
environmental sustainability in disposable tableware. Chinet® molded fiber tableware is made from
100% recycled fiber & certified compostable by the BPI.

* Superior strength upon which you can rely *Cut resistant * Image builder * The Chinet® brand is
recognized by a majority of your customers as a premier brand in the United States * Microwaveable
* Complete line of compartment plates, platters and bowls in all popular sizes * Classic white or soft
beige

* Made from 100% recycled fiber - Reuses valuable fiber and reduces land fill usage
* Made from 100% renewable resource - No fossil fuel based resource is used
* Certified compostable - Third party certified; composting recycles valuable resources
* Stronger than traditional paper plates - Strength you can trust from the Chinet® Brand
* Made in the U.S.A. - Consistent, reliable products and services
* Wide variety of sizes and stock designs - Meets your every need
* Custom rim print available - Bring your message or logo to your customer

BASE COLOR:

ROYAL

Huhtamaki, Inc. - 242 College Avenue, Waterville, ME 04901

PCS/BAG: 100

PALLET TIE 6

PALLET HIGH 4

L=: 22.2 W= 9.6 H= 11.6

OUTSIDE PACK DIMENSIONS

UPC NUMBER 0 705905401107 7

5.5 X

ARTICLE DIMS (IN)

01107CODE NUMBER:

Cust Part No:

401107

CASE CUBE 1.28


